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ABSTRACT

Breast cancer is the most frequently found cancer in women and the one most often subjected to genetic analysis. Nonetheless,

it has been causing the largest number of women’s cancer-related deaths. PAM50, the intrinsic subtype assay for breast cancer,

is beneficial for diagnosis but does not explain each subtypes mechanism. Deep learning can predict the subtypes from genetic

information more accurately than conventional statistical methods. However, the previous studies did not directly use deep

learning to examine which genes associate with the subtypes. To reveal the mechanisms embedded in the PAM50 subtypes,

we developed an explainable deep learning model called a point-wise linear model, which uses meta-learning to generate

a custom-made logistic regression for each sample. We developed an explainable deep learning model called a point-wise

linear model, which uses meta-learning to generate a custom-made logistic regression for each sample. Logistic regression

is familiar to physicians, and we can use it to analyze which genes are important for prediction. The custom-made logistic

regression models generated by the point-wise linear model used the specific genes selected in other subtypes compared to

the conventional logistic regression model: the overlap ratio is less than twenty percent. Analyzing the point-wise linear models

inner state, we found that the point-wise linear model used genes relevant to the cell cycle-related pathways.

Introduction1

Molecular subtyping of cancer is important for providing specified therapies to patients and for developing novel drugs2

targeting different molecules for the different subtypes. Breast cancer was classically classified by protein expression of the3

estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and the epidermal growth factor receptor ErbB2/Her2. And expressions of4

those receptors were used as clinicopathological variables for treatment decisions1. Since the beginning of this millennium,5

with high-throughput genomics technologies, breast cancer has been considered to have five clinically relevant molecular6

subtypes defined by intrinsic gene expression patterns of the cancer1–5. These intrinsic subtypes are Luminal A, Luminal B,7

Her2-enriched, basal-like and normal breast-like cancer. While the subtypes do not perfectly reflect the clinical features, most8

breast cancers of the luminal subtypes are ER/PR-positive, most Her2-enriched ones have amplification of the Her2 gene and9

most basal cancers are triple negative (ER/PR/Her2). In the original PAM50 study the classification of normal-like subtype was10

trained with normal breast tissue4. Therefore, cancer samples classified to the normal-like subtype are often interpreted as low11

tumor content sample4, 6.12

PAM50 was originally developed as a predictor of the five intrinsic subtypes from the expression pattern of 50 genes13

determined using a microarray3. Since the PAM50 subtyping was clinically relevant and added significant prognostic and14

predictive information to diagnosis, different measurement platforms such as RNA-seq have been adapted to PAM507. While15

PAM50 subtyping is useful for diagnosis and stratified treatment, it remains elusive which genes contribute to the mechanisms16

of action and/or mechanisms of resistance to treatment for each subtype. Therefore, we investigated whether clues to those17

mechanisms were embedded in the PAM50-classified subtypes with a recent machine learning approach.18

Seven decades after the birth of the learning machine8, we now have deep learning neural networks (NNs) that provide19

various predictive analyses of cancer classification. As deep learning spreads into more and more applications, there is a growing20

need to explain the reasons for its predictions. In fact, to make deep learning models explainable, a lot of methods measuring21

the importance of individual features (i.e., how much each feature contributes to the output) have been devised. These methods22

can be roughly classified into perturbation-based and saliency-based ones. Perturbation-based methods calculate an importance23

score based on how the output behaves in relation to perturbed input9–11. The problem is their high computational cost: these24



methods require a large number of perturbations to be generated around each sample’s input and make all the perturbed input25

for all the samples propagate through the whole network. In saliency-based methods, on the other hand, the importance score26

depends on each feature’s saliency evaluated by the gradient of output with respect to the input12–15. Saliency-based methods27

are computationally inexpensive because this gradient can be calculated in a single backward pass.28

In the work reported here we developed a point-wise linear model as an innately explainable deep learning model. In the29

conventional deep learning models, the network computes new feature vectors whose linear combination sufficiently expresses30

the objective model. The network of the point-wise linear model, in contrast, derives a weight function for each original feature31

vector as a function of the original feature vectors. The weighted sum of the original feature vectors with these weight functions32

gives the objective model. Since the weight functions depend on the original feature vector, the model, unlike a simple linear33

model, involves the nonlinear interactions between the original features. Because the model is a simple weighted sum of the34

original feature vectors, the importance of each feature can be evaluated by its weight function, as in a linear model.35

The importance analysis using the point-wise linear model has two novel properties. One is that the importance is computed36

in the same way as in a linear model, a traditional model with which medical informatics experts are very familiar. This property37

is highly advantageous in medical applications because one can use the know-how of medical-data analysis accumulated38

throughout its long history. LIME (Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations)11, a method that produces a linear model39

for each data point by sampling perturbed data points, also has this advantageous property but, like other perturbation-based40

methods, is exceptionally computationally expensive. In contrast, our model produces an explainable model and incurs no41

extra computational time to compute importance scores (other than the time needed for training the model); this is the other42

novel property of our model. The saliency-based methods are also free from computational-cost problems, but they do not have43

the familiarity of a method computing importance the way a linear model does. In Layerwise Relevance Propagation14 and44

DeepLIFT (Deep Learning Important FeaTures)15, for example, the importance score is derived from how much the output45

deviates when the input differs from some reference value. It is difficult to compare this score with the results of previous46

medical studies. In contrast, linear and piecewise linear models such as logistic regression, random forest, and gradient boosting47

can provide feature importances explaining what learning machines are doing. A deep learning model that accurately predicts48

the cancer subtypes might use unknown and nonstandard knowledge with gene expressions. In this regard, we have devised a49

way to extract novel knowledge from the deep learning model.50

Results51

Comparison of learning ability and explainability52

To investigate the nonlinear prediction ability and explainability of the explainable point-wise linear model, we trained a logistic53

regression model and a self-normalizing neural networks (SNNs) model, as a state-of-the-art deep learning16, by using a simple54

dataset (sklearn.datasets.make_circle17), respectively. Figure 1 shows three architectures of the machine learning models: (a)55

logistic regression, (b) deep learning, and (c) point-wise linear. Let x(n) ∈ RD represent a feature vector with N denoting the56

sample size and R indicating the real number set. Firstly, we define a logistic regression model (Fig. 1 (a)) as follows:57

y(n) = σ(w · x(n)), (1)

where w ∈ RD is a weight vector for x(n), σ is a sigmoid function and · is the inner product. y(n) is a probability value such as58

one expressing the likelihood of tumor tissues or normal tissues. The weight vector w is bound to the feature vector x(n). We can59

understand the importance of each feature variable by analyzing the magnitude of the elements in w. However, the circle in a60

circle is not a linearly separable problem, so as shown in Fig. 2, the logistic regression model could not classify the two circles.61

Next, we give a usual deep learning model like that shown in Fig. 1 (b). A new feature vector ϕϕϕ(x(n)) ∈ RD′
is nonlinearly62

generated from the original feature vector x(n) through the L-layer neural network (L ≥ 2). Note that the notation v(u) for63

arbitrary vectors v and u indicates that every element of v is a function of the elements of u. A deep-learning-based nonlinear64

classification function predicts probability y(n) (Fig. 1 (b)) as follows:65

y(n) = σ
(

w′′′ ·ϕϕϕ(x(n))
)

, (2)

where w′ ∈ RD′
is a universal weight vector for ϕϕϕ . The magnitude of each w′ element represents the contribution of the66

corresponding element of ϕϕϕ to the prediction as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The SNNs correctly classified the blue and orange dots67

as shown in Fig. 2 (c). However, one cannot “explain” the machine’s prediction by w′ because one cannot understand the68

meanings of ϕϕϕ with which the machine makes its predictions.69

In order to make a deep NN explainable, we considered a meta-learning approach to generate a logistic regression model70

defined (Fig. 1 (c)) as71
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y(n) = σ
(

ξξξ (x(n)) · x(n)
)

, (3)

where each element of ξξξ ∈ RD is a function of x(n) that the NN determines. ξξξ behaves as the weight vector for the original72

feature vector x(n). The magnitude of each element of ξξξ describes the importance of the corresponding feature variable. Here73

we should notice that this weight vector is tailored to each sample because ξξξ depends on x(n). We called Eq. (3) a point-wise74

linear model given by a straightforward method over the sample index (n). The architecture of the point-wise linear model75

consists of two blocks as shown in Fig. 1 (c). Also, the ξξξ is called the point-wise weight. The upper block is a meta-learning76

machine of generating logistic regression models. The lower block is the logistic regression models for the inference task.77

However, the tailored weight vector ξξξ can easily lead to poor generalization (i.e., overfitting or underfitting). The point-wise78

linear model (Eq. (3)) tried to learn the labels of all samples as it generated a weight vector optimized for each sample, which79

led to underfitting in Fig. 2 (c).80

We newly found an equation constructing a point-wise weight ξξξ without losing generalization ability as the following:81

ξξξ (x(n))≡ w⊙ηηη(x(n)), (4)

where the reallocation vector ηηη ∈ RD is nonlinearly generated from the original feature vector x(n) through the L-layer NN82

(L ≥ 2). w ∈RD is a universal weight vector that is independent of x(n) and ⊙ is the Hadamard product. In contrast to the model83

defined straightforwardly by Eq. (3), the model defined by Eq. (4) accurately predicts the classification boundary, as shown84

in Fig. 2 (e). The weight vectors ξξξ
(n)

in Eq. (4) smoothly change for each data sample (Fig. 2 (g)). The reallocation-based85

point-wise linear model thus enables generalization. Additionally, we call ρρρ(x(n))≡ ηηη(x(n))⊙ x(n) a reallocated feature vector86

in Rd . NNs have a versatile ability to map a linear feature space to a nonlinear feature space. By utilizing this ability, ηηη(n)
87

reallocates the feature vector x(n) into the new vector ρρρ that is linearly separable by a single hyperplane drawn by w. The88

mechanism of Eq. (4) is discussed in Supplementary Appendix 1.89

Prediction performance90

In advance of the breast cancer subtypes analysis, we evaluated three subtype prediction models: one built by using logistic91

regression with regularization, one using SNNs (state-of-the-art feed-forward NNs), and the point-wise linear. The aim of this92

paper is to obtain a more accurate explainable model using deep learning. Therefore we compared the explainability of the93

point-wise linear model, our proposed model, with the explainability of representative logistic regression.94

Table 1 shows the number of samples for each subtype. The number D of mRNAs types (i.e., feature dimension) was95

17,837 due to genes with same gene symbols among RNA-seq data, and copy number alteration data were used. Table 2 shows96

the training and test area under the curve (AUC) values of 10-fold double cross-validation (DCV) yielded from evaluation with97

each technique (all data was stored in Supplementary Table 1–3). Values in the column labeled ’All’ in Table 2 were calculated98

by using Eq. (7). The AUC value of each subtype was averaged by the 10-fold DCV. The hyperparameter search ranges and99

values of each prediction model were stored in Supplementary Tables 4–6 (ranges) and Supplementary Tables 7–9 (optimized100

values), respectively. The point-wise linear model marked the best values of ’All’ for training and test set (training: 0.859,101

test: 0.862). The AUC values of the test were more increased than those of the training in the point-wise linear and logistic102

regression models. The training and test AUC values of the SNNs model were lower than 0.8.103

Subtype analysis104

First, the top 500 genes in terms of the relative score calculated by the importance analysis (see Methods) were selected as105

highly contributing feature variables to predict subtypes. As shown in Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 12, both the point-wise106

linear model and logistic regression model classified subtypes by specific genes not selected in other subtypes, accounting107

for 87.695.2 %, 72.091.0 % in each 500 features, respectively. In particular, prediction of Luminal A and B was determined108

by a higher number of specific genes in the point-wise linear model than in the logistic regression one. We then compared109

the overlap of the specific genes between the two models. There was not much commonality in the specific genes that are110

important for predicting the same class in both models, with 206 genes in the most overlapping Her2 subtype (Table 3). The111

Her2 subtype is a class in which the amplification of the HER2 gene is enriched, and many genes in the vicinity of the HER2112

gene were commonly contained (Supplementary Table 10 and Supplementary Fig. 1). Since the model was generated from113

copy number data, it was reasonable that the two models had a relatively high degree of commonality. As shown in Table 3,114

for the specific genes of Luminal A in both models, they had 43 genes in common. The specific genes of Luminal A in the115

logistic regression model had 39 genes in common with those of Luminal B, the similar luminal type, in the pointwise linear116

model. On the other hand, those of Luminal A in the point-wise linear model had nothing in common with those of Luminal B117
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in the logistic regression model. Moreover, they had more in common with those of the Normal-like and Basal subtypes of the118

logistic regression model, with 21 and 60 genes, respectively.119

As another approach to the subtype classification criteria of deep learning, we used a manifold learning technique called120

UMAP18. Figure 4 shows the one-dimensional (1D) and 2D embeddings of the reallocation vector (RV ηηη) and the reallocated121

feature (RF ρρρ , and the final inner vector of SNNs (ϕϕϕ in Eq. (2)). The RV vector reflected the clinical features (ER/PR/Her2).122

As shown in Fig. 4 (a), Luminal A and B stuck together. However, each peak of their 1D embeddings stood in a distinct123

position. Her2-enriched samples are close to the cluster of Luminal A and B samples. The 2D embedding of RV ηηη (Fig. 4124

(a)), shows that basal-like samples stay away from other subtypes. Normal-like samples take a position under the Luminal125

and Her2-enriched samples. In the case of RFρρρ embeddings, all subtypes formed a single cluster, as shown in Fig. 4 (c). The126

embeddings of SNNs were separated for each subtype, as shown in Fig. 4 (d).127

These subtypes were originally grouped by PAM50 using mRNA expression level. For this reason, we investigated what128

kinds of genes’ mRNA expression levels are associated with the 1D embeddings of RV ηηη , RF ρρρ , and the inner vector of SNNs129

model in order to figure out the difference of three values. We obtained each of the top 500 of genes correlated with the mRNA130

expression values and then examined their functionally enriched pathways using ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA, QIAGEN)19.131

Notably, those genes derived from RV ηηη were overlapped with the cell cycle-related pathways such as “G2/M DNA Damage132

Checkpoint Regulation”, “Estrogen-mediated S-phase Entry”, “Mitotic Roles of Polo-Like Kinase”, and “Cell Cycle Control133

of Chromosomal Replication”, whereas the ones derived from RF ρρρ showed little significant enrichment as summarized in134

Table 4 (the full list is available in Supplementary Table 11). The gene from SNNs model that resulted in the most enriched135

pathway was “ErbB Signaling”, which according to IPA is related to the cell cycle during growth and development of a number136

of tissues, however, its statistical significance was low. The cell cycle is an essential function of cell proliferation and affects137

the characteristics and malignancy of cancer. The results that both the point-wise linear and SNNs models recognized those138

pathways in the subtype classification were acceptable and thought-provoking. In terms of giving suggestions for further139

analysis, the SNNs model was inadequate and the point-wise linear ηηη model was preferred because it presented multiple related140

pathways.141

Discussion142

This study has established the point-wise linear model as an innately explainable deep learning model that can evaluate breast143

cancer subtypes’ biological mechanism. The point-wise linear model generates a custom-made logistic regression model for144

each sample, which allows us to analyze which genes are important for subtype prediction. We have also shown the new scoring145

method for selecting genes for the subtype classification. Then, we demonstrated the point-wise linear model had the highest146

prediction performance and explained the breast cancer subtypes.147

The AUC values of the point-wise linear model were better than those of logistic regression and SNNs models throughout148

the 10-fold DCV. The SNNs model had overfitting, as demonstrated by the higher AUC values in the training results and149

the lower AUC values in the test results (Table 2). A possible reason for this overfitting is that the progression of learning is150

confined to the upper-layer parameters: i.e., there is a lack of advanced learning in the lower layers. Klambauer et al. show151

the SNNs could use 32 layers in the conventional machine learning data set16. In our task, the number of the SNNs model’s152

inner layers (average 13, minimum 10, and maximum 16 as summarized in Supplementary Table 8) was lower than that of the153

point-wise linear model (average 19, minimum 12, and maximum 24 as summarized in Supplementary Table 9). We optimized154

the number of both models’ inner layers from 10 to 25 layers. Figure 1 shows that the point-wise linear model contains a deep155

learning block to generate the custom-made logistic regression model. Thus, it model likely causes overfitting when the number156

of layers is increased. This study used a unified architecture (see Supplementary Appendix 1) as a newly developed architecture157

of deep learning characterized by the binding of each network layer neurons in a mesh-like form, as shown in Fig. A4 of158

Supplementary Appendix 1 and Ref.20. The unified architecture has horizontally shallow and vertically deep layers to prevent159

gradient vanishing and explosion. No matter how many layers are stacked vertically, there are only two horizontal layers from160

the data unit nodes to the output node, as shown in Fig. A4 of Supplementary Appendix 1.161

The logistic regression model and the point-wise linear model had almost equivalent prediction performance. On the162

other hand, Table 3 suggests that the genes important for predicting the breast cancer subtypes were different in the logistic163

regression model and the point-wise linear model. The point-wise linear model tended to select specific genes for each subtype,164

as shown in Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 12. These differences are considered to result from the models’ ability to treat the165

nonlinear relationships between feature and target variables. The logistic regression expresses the target variables only as linear166

combinations of the feature variables, while the point-wise linear can express the target variables nonlinearly as in Eqs. (3) and167

(4). In addition, those equations (Eqs. (3) and (4)) can be modified as w · (ηηη(x)⊙ x). The RV ηηη corrects the feature variables168

x so that the universal weight w can linearly separate the feature vector x. The differences of important genes between the169

point-wise linear method and the logistic regression method rely on the feature variables’ correction mechanism. Namely, the170

differences of important genes between both methods are due to the feature variables’ correction mechanism of the point-wise171
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linear method. The mechanism might also help the point-wise linear model express the target variables without using some of172

the features not specific to the subtype. In contrast, the logistic regression model had to use such nonspecific features to express173

the target variables without the corrections. We expected the point-wise linear model’s correction mechanism to be vital in the174

tasks that demand high nonlinearity and consequently result in low AUC values in logistic regression. One of the tasks was to175

predict subtypes Luminal A and B (See Table 2). Consistently, the difference of the number of specific genes in the two models176

was large in Luminal A and B, and the specific genes for Luminal A and B in the point-wise linear model had much in common177

with the specific genes of other subtypes in the logistic regression model.178

As is discussed above, the results (Fig. 3, Table 2, Table 3, and Supplementary Table 1) are consistent with the interpretation179

of the point-wise linear model from the viewpoint of the correction to the features. This consistency suggests that our scoring180

method described in the Methods section works properly. Our scoring method was designed to extract the features that181

contribute to predicting a subtype, especially among the corresponding subtype samples, rather than features not found in the182

other samples. This scoring method helps examine which features contribute to the prediction result with the aid of corrections183

by RV ηηη but cannot examine which features contribute to the corrections ηηη . Therefore, the relative score is not the perfect184

measure to investigate the mechanism of the classification of breast cancer subtypes.185

For further investigation, we analyzed our predictive model’s internal state in detail and have shown that we could consider186

the gene sets’ biological implications contributing to the classification. From the comparison of RV ηηη , RF ρρρ as the internal187

structural data to be analyzed, we found that RV ηηη was better suited to elicit candidate hypotheses. In this paper, we chose188

UMAP to analyze the internal state in detail and reduce the dimensionality and then combine it with mRNA expression levels,189

which derives the biological implication that ηηη was involved in the cell cycle. The fact that genes involved in the cell cycle190

affect subtypes has also been well-known21, and such genes have been reported as promising drug targets22, indicating that our191

model internal state was worth analyzing. Notice that the UMAP embedding of RV ηηη , rather than the ones of RF ρρρ and ϕϕϕ ,192

contains richer information related to interpretable pathways. While RF ρρρ is created as new features with which the problem is193

linearly separable in the point-wise linear model as well as ϕϕϕ is in SNNs model, RV ηηη is considered as the corrections to the194

features by which the features are transformed into RF ρρρ and is unique to the point-wise linear model. This result suggests195

that it is essential to analyze the corrections to the features for our task to investigate the breast cancer subtypes classification196

mechanism. Considering this case as an example, we think that biologists and informaticians can apply our analysis with RV ηηη197

to other tasks, such as exploring new drug target molecules or investigating mechanisms.198

The use of the point-wise linear method, fully explainable deep learning, could classify the breast cancer subtype and199

depict its genomic characteristics. The point-wise linear model performed better than other techniques predicting breast cancer200

subtypes, including state-of-the-art deep learning. The point-wise linear model used the specific genes not selected in other201

subtypes or used by the logistic regression model. Additionally, as the result of analyzing the deep learning models’ inner state,202

we found that the point-wise linear model used genes relevant to the cell cycle-related pathways. The results of this study203

suggest the potential of our technique to play a vital role in cancer treatment.204

Methods205

Importance analysis206

Using the point-wise linear model Eq. (3), we can calculate the importance of each feature variable, i.e., how much each207

feature contributes to the model’s prediction. The point-wise weight vector ξξξ depends on x(n) and consequently describes each208

sample’s own feature importance. Therefore, we invented a method to derive a feature importance for a sample group so as to209

reveal a group macroscopic property contained in the point-wise weight vector of the group’s samples. The idea of this feature210

importance was also used in Ref.23.211

First, we calculated feature importance for each sample from the weight vector ξξξ
(n)

in Eq. (3). On the basis of the idea of212

Shapley value24, we introduced a sample-wise importance score for a k-th feature xk of a sample with index (n) as213

s
(n)
k ≡ ξ

(n)
k x

(n)
k −

1

|U(n)|
∑

i∈U(n)

[

ξ
(i)
k x

(i)
k

]

(5)

where U(n) is the set of samples whose weights are close to that of sample (n). This sample-wise importance score expresses214

the contribution of a sample (n) to raising the output probability y(n) compared with the average contribution among a sample215

group whose members obey similar linear models. In this study, we defined U(n) as follows: a sample (i) is in the set U(n) if216

|ξξξ
(i)
−ξξξ

(n)
|/|ξξξ

(n)
| is smaller than 4|σσσ |/|ξ̄ξξ |, where σσσ and ξ̄ξξ are vectors whose elements are given as the standard deviation and217

the mean, respectively, of the corresponding element of ξξξ .218

Next, we defined group-wise importance scores, importance scores for a group (e.g., subtype Her2 samples), by using the219

sample-wise importance score. We performed voting among the group in which each sample votes to its top 10% features220
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whose sample-wise importance scores are highest, i.e., the features that significantly raise each sample’s output probability. We221

defined a group-wise importance score v for each feature as the rate of samples who vote for the feature in the above voting.222

Finally, we introduced relative score to extract the features that characterize a subtype. We divided the samples into samples223

of a target subtype and the others and evaluated the group-wise importance score for each group. We refer to the group-wise224

importance score for the target subtype samples group and the one for the others as vtarget and vothers, respectively. vtarget is not225

necessarily appropriate for extracting the features that characterize the target subtype because even when vtarget is high for a226

feature, if vothers is also high the feature might be important for all the subtype samples, not for only the target subtype samples.227

Therefore we defined relative score vrel so as to compute the feature importance for the subtype samples relative to the one for228

the others:229

vrel ≡
(

vtarget

)2
− (vothers)

2 . (6)

Since the ranges of both vtarget and vothers are [0,1], the range of vrel becomes [−1,1]. Supplementary Fig. 2 shows the230

distribution of vrel in vothers-vtarget space. If a relative score is large, it is expected that both the summation and difference231

of the group-wise importance scores vtarget and vothers are large. Namely, features with large relative scores are important to232

a certain degree for all the samples, and simultaneously much more important for the target subtype samples than for the233

others. We considered the features with high relative scores for each subtype to be the important features that characterize the234

corresponding subtype.235

Analysis using manifold learning236

In addition to the importance scores, the point-wise linear model can present another approach to analyze the nature of the237

subtypes of breast cancer. The outputs of NNs’ inner layers give us some hints as to what criteria NNs use to classify the238

subtypes of breast cancer from the feature vector. The output of the final inner layer (a new feature vector ϕϕϕ) can be linearly239

separated by a single hyperplane spanned by w′ as shown in Eq. (2). When the prediction accuracy is high, the output of the240

final inner layer provides a well-summarized representation of the feature vector x for the classification task. The final inner241

layer of the point-wise linear model is the reallocation vector ηηη as shown in Eq. (4). Here we analyzed the reallocation vector x242

by using a manifold learning technique called UMAP to reveal the subtype classification criteria.243

We analyzed the 1D values of the reallocation feature vector ηηη projected by UMAP. Then we calculate the Spearman244

correlation coefficient for the relation between the one-dimensional values of the point-wise weight vectors projected by UMAP245

and RNA-seq log2 (RSEM + 1) values, after which we selected the top 500 genes for which the correlation coefficient was246

positive and the top 500 genes for which the correlation coefficient was negative. Those genes were analyzed using IPA to247

interpret the canonical pathways.248

Feature vectors and target variables249

We used breast cancer TCGA25 dataset retrieved by UCSC public Xena hub26 for gene expression RNA-seq dataset (dataset250

ID: TCGA.BRCA.sampleMap\HiSeqV2_PANCAN), copy number alteration (gene-level) dataset (dataset ID: TCGA.BRCA-251

.sampleMap\Gistic2_CopyNumber_Gistic2_all_thresholded.by_genes), and phenotype dataset (dataset ID: TCGA.BRCA-252

.sampleMap\BRCA_clinicalMatrix). RNA-seq values were calculated by UCSC Xena as follows: Log2(x+1) value were253

mean-normalized per-gene across all TCGA samples (x is RSEM value27). In the copy number dataset of UCSC Xena, GISTIC2254

values were discretized to −2,−1,0,1,2 by Broad Firehose. We used subtypes precalculated by PAM50 (Luminal A, Luminal255

B, Basal-like, Her2-enriched and normal-like2) in the Xena dataset as the target variables of the prediction model5. Table 1256

shows the number of samples for each subtype. The number D of mRNAs types (i.e., feature dimension) was 17,837 because257

we adopted gene symbols that overlapped with both the RNA-seq data and the copy number alteration data.258

Statistical evaluations259

Prediction performance evaluation260

The subtype prediction models were built by using logistic regression with regularization (implemented by scikit-learn v0.22,261

Python 3.7.6), SNNs (implemented by PyTorch 1.5, Python 3.7.6), and point-wise linear (implemented by PyTorch 1.5, Python262

3.7.6). The aim of this paper is to obtain a more accurate explainable model using deep learning. Therefore, we compared263

the explainability of the point-wise linear method, our proposed method, with the explainability of representative logistic264

regression.265

If the hyperparameters of a prediction model are optimized by using all samples, we may overlook the hyperparameter266

overfitting. Addressing the problem, the prediction model evaluation was carried out by a K-fold DCV28. The K-fold DCV can267

measure the prediction performance of the entire learning process including its hyperparameter optimization. The procedure of268

K-fold DCV has internal (training) and outer (test) loops. In this study, each internal loop searches the best hyperparameters set269
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(i.e., combinations of the hyperparameters) of the prediction model L times by using the tree-structured parzen estimator29, 30; a270

single nested loop in the inner loops uses M-fold CV to evaluate the prediction performance of the prediction model with a271

hyperparameters set. Each inner loop trains the prediction models with different hyperparameters sets L×M times. Then each272

outer loop tests the prediction model with the best hyperparameters set obtained by its internal loop. Thus the hyperparameter273

optimization process is completely separated from the test data. The procedure of K-fold DCV trains the classifier K ×L×M274

times. In our experiment we set M = K and L = 100 (K ×L×M = 10,000).275

In each iteration of the 10-fold DCV and its internal 10-fold CV, the mean AUC was calculated as seen in the following276

equation:277

Mean AUC =
1

KC

K

∑
k=1

∑
t∈subtypes

AUC(k, t), (7)

where subtypes is a set of subtype categories (C = 5: Normal, Luminal A, Luminal B, Basal and Her2), and AUC(k, t) is the278

k-th and subtype t’s AUC.279

Subtype analysis evaluation280

According to IPA help and support pages, the p-value is calculated using the right-tailed Fisher Exact Test. Thus the p-value for281

a pathway is calculated by considering:282

1. the number of genes that participate in that pathway; and283

2. the total number of genes in the QIAGEN Knowledge Base that are known to be associated with that pathway.284

Data availability285

The authors declare that the main data supporting the findings of this study are publicly available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zen-286

odo.4769028. Extra data are available from the corresponding author upon request.287
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Figure 1. Comparison of network architectures. (a) shows a logistic regression model. x(n) and y(n) are a feature vector and a

target value ((n) is sample index), respectively. w is a vector of learning parameters for x(n). (b) shows a fully connected neural

network. ϕϕϕ(n) and w′ are an inner vector and learning parameters, respectively. (c) shows a point-wise linear model. The upper

block in (c) is a meta-machine generating a learning parameter ξξξ (x(n)). The lower block in (c) is a logistic regression model for

each feature vector x(n).
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Figure 2. Comparison of learning ability and explainability. (a) is a large circle (orange dots) that contains a smaller circle

(blue dots) obtained by sklearn.datasets.make_circle. (b) and (c) are the boundaries classified by the logistic regression model

and self-normalizing networks (SNNs) model, respectively. (d) and (e) are the boundaries classified by the point-wise linear

model of the straightforward manner Eq. (3) and the reallocation function Eq. (4), respectively. (f) is the boundary classified by

the reallocated feature vectors ρρρ . (g) is the arctangent of the angle between the horizontal and vertical elements of the weight

vector ξξξ
(n)

. The weight vector smoothly changes for each data sample.
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Figure 3. The intersections of the top 500 gene sets calculated by the importance analysis among TCGA subtypes. Left (a)

and right (b) panels are for the point-wise linear and logistic regression models, respectively.
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Figure 4. The embeddings of deep learning models projected by UMAP. Top (a), (b), middle (c), (d) and bottom (e), (f) panels

are 1D and 2D embeddings of RV ηηη , RF ρρρ and SNNs, respectively.
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Table 1. Number of samples for each breast cancer subtype (Total = 810).

Normal-like Luminal A Luminal B Basal-like Her2-enriched

Number of samples 22 406 185 131 66

Table 2. Mean AUCs for 10-fold CV Results.

Training Test

All All Normal-like Luminal A Luminal B Basal-like Her2-enriched

Logistic regression 0.851 0.853 0.883 0.805 0.746 0.985 0.845

SNNs 0.772 0.745 0.644 0.752 0.615 0.972 0.742

Point-wise linear 0.859 0.862 0.879 0.817 0.779 0.986 0.848

Table 3. Commonalities of the specific feature genes.

Point-wise linear

Normal-like Luminal A Luminal B Basal-like Her2-enriched

L
o

g
is

ti
c

Normal-like 37 21 0 0 0

Luminal A 10 43 39 3 0

Luminal B 4 0 117 7 4

Basal-like 2 60 0 82 3

Her2-enriched 6 3 3 3 206

Logistic: logistic regression.

Table 4. Enriched pathways that the top 500 genes’ mRNA expression level were associated with in the 1D embeddings of RV

ηηη , RF ρρρ and the inner vector of SNNs in UMAP.

Canonical Pathways in IPA
−log10(p-value)

RV ηηη RF ρρρ SNNs

Cell Cycle: G2/M DNA Damage Checkpoint Regulation 10.57 0.00 0.00

Estrogen-mediated S-phase Entry 10.07 0.36 2.64

Mitotic Roles of Polo-like Kinase 9.91 0.00 0.37

Cell Cycle Control of Chromosomal Replication 9.77 0.00 0.00

Cyclins and Cell Cycle Regulation 8.67 0.28 1.00

Role of CHK Proteins in Cell Cycle Checkpoint Control 8.54 0.89 0.45

Role of BRCA1 in DNA Damage Response 6.81 1.01 0.00

Cell Cycle: G1/S Checkpoint Regulation 6.70 0.00 1.81

tRNA Charging 1.28 4.73 0.24

ErbB Signaling 0.00 1.26 3.67
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